The next-gen social marketing platform
Adscout.io is a new marketing platform that aims to connect Businesses (Online Stores) —
Promoters (every ordinary person, influencer, blogger, vlogger, etc.) with end customers. This
is done using an intelligent social platform for recommendations, which benefits everyone
immediately. All you need to do is share products with friends and relatives. In a nutshell, anyone
can advertise.
The affiliate marketing is the “easiest” home business. It is a model based solely on results. It is
used to promote the brand using clicks and direct responses from users, increasing the access
to customers through a wide network of other sites. Anyone who has a lot of followers on social
media, has a blog or another website can join one or more affiliate programs and, by writing
and providing links to their audience, benefit from selling the products of the vendors.

How does AdScout work?

Businesses can quickly find
a new way to sell their
products with the help of
our Promoters

AdScout connects Businesses
with Customers by encouraging
Promoters to share products with
their friends

BUSINESSES

Affiliates can easily choose the
Businesses to Promote, they
can create personalized ads,
and share with their network of
friends or relatives

PROMOTERS

(AFFILIATES)

CUSTOMERS
Customers review and purchase
recommended products

Key benefits of AdScout for
your business
Fast and free
integration

You pay only when you
achieve results

Zero risk for your
company

You can only win, there
is nothing to lose

Easy-to-use interface

Ability to track each sale

An innovative way of
advertising

Access to new targeted
customers because of a
recommendation

An additional channel
for advertising
and making sales

Anyone can advertise

A great way to work with
influencers

An option to create
cash vouchers and
interactive promo codes

Why choose AdScout?
AdScout helps its business affiliates increase their profits;
It provides comprehensive advanced statistics with automatic analysis and helps you
reach new heights;
With AdScout, you get notifications for quick access to your ads and sales, as well as many
other settings with just a few clicks in the app;
When creating an ad, AdScout offers you to upload interactive multimedia (photos,
videos, GIF files, etc.);
It allows you to approve, reject, or review any ad or sale made via AdScout.
In addition to influencers, bloggers and vloggers, AdScout also has access to ordinary
people who have a positive impact on the development of each business affiliate (online
store).

Become our
business affiliate!
More details can be found on our website:

www.adscout.io
* Our platform requires no preliminary investments, and the commission is paid only when a sale is made.

